
This notification is being filed on behalf of Basic Res
Wellness Dynamics that is the Distributor of the product(s) which bear the
statements identified in this notification. Its business address is: 402 West 5050
North, Provo, Utah 84604. This notification is being made pursuant to Section 6
of DSHEA and Rule 21 C.F.R. § 101.93. ‘The dietary supplement product on
whose label or labeling the statements appear is ThyrexTM.

(The text of each structure-function statement for which notification is now
being given is:

(Statement 1):
(Statement 2):

“For Healthy Thyroid Function”
“Fat Management Specifically Designed for Those Who Find
it Difficult to Lose Weight.”

The following summary identifies the dietary ingredient(s) or supplement(s)
for which a statement has been made:

Statement
Number

I
2

identity of Dietary Ingredient(s) or Supplement(s)
that is the Subject of the Statement:
ThyrexTM
ThyrexTM

The following identifies the brand name of each supplement for which a
statement is made:

Statement Label or
Number Brand Name Labeling?

I Basic Research, L.L.C., dba Wellness Dynamics both
2 Basic Research, L.L.C., dba Wellness Dynamics both

I, Daniel B. Mowrey, Ph.D., am authorized to certify this Notification on
behalf of Basic Research, L.L.C. dba Wellness Dynamics. I certify that the
information presented and contained in this Notification is complete and
accurate, and that Basic Research, L.L.C. dba Wellness Dynamics has
substantiation that each structure-function statement is truthful and not
misleading.

Dated this flz day of ,200l.

97s 0162
Consultant to Basic Research, L.L.C.

L E T7%?dba Wellness Dynamics



USAGE: Two capsules three times daily
with meals.

CAUTION: If you are currently taking
prescription thyroid medication, consult
your physician before using this product.

Keep out of reach of children.

Contains no sugar, salt, yeast wheat, corn.
soy, dairy products, coloring, flavoring or
preservatives.
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